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i have a 2007 a6 with the software updated to v54 and i have tried running the v57 update in the
workshop and the s/w doesnt recognise the car this is a new car and im glad i did the update

otherwise i wouldnt have got it. hi, i have tried updating my mmi 2g high and cd1 went successful, i
then put in cd2 which came up with a fail and asked if i wanted to retry,i clicked on retry and it just
froze, left it for hours and nothing happened,even taking key out it stayed on, in the end i had to

disconnect battery, now the mmi boots up but radio etc works then goes off for a second etc,
whenever i try to do anything it just keeps jumping,it doesnt display anything anymore for heated

seats a/c,parking etc, and if i try the update again it just stays on reading meta data information and
does not change, please help the audi mmi 2g is a simple software system that is installed on the
mmi (multi media interface) on the dash, and is connected to the radio. it can be used to control

various functions, such as the audio system, climate control, navigation, etc. the mmi 2g is powered
by a unique operating system, which is more powerful than that of the standard mmi. the update

described below can be used to upgrade to the latest version of this operating system. the following
topics are addressed in this document: - how to update the mmi 2g - requirements - instructions -

compatibility (excludes the following models: audi a6 a8 audi q7) - frequently asked questions (faq) -
conclusion
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hi i have a 2006 audi a6 sedan with the 3g mmi system. i would like to download the new software
(5570) to the car and install it. i have used an usb flash drive to download the software from the

internet. how do i install this on the car without connecting the usb flash drive to the car? hi i have a
2007 q7 that is running v5.1.8 and i would like to upgrade to v5.2.0. i have an usb stick with

software and i would like to install it without a connection to the computer. how do i do this? how to
update your mmi/mmsi to the latest software version 5570, in case you haven’t noticed the latest
software version (2.0.5.9) installed in your car is by far not the newest. i got my car updated and i

am interested in the newest version, to download this latest software version you will need the
following: * mmi 2g * usb cable with mmi 2g cable * odb2 cable * usb flash drive or sd-card with the
software file you want to install on your car (you will get the 2.9 for the a6 4f (mmi 2g) found in the
download page). you will need the odb2 cable for your car and the usb cable with mmi 2g cable to

connect the mmi to your car. try these cds in your pc to check if your computer can read them
without problem. then empty the cd changer, place cd1 in slot 1, restart the mmi using three button
combination (its here on the blog), when it start press and hold setup and return, select swupdate

and check if the cd will work. there are no issues with the software update, except it did not work on
my car. the ee042 i updated to has no menu and apparently has no features. i was never able to go

back to the factory menu because i could not get to it. 5ec8ef588b
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